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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 

FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF ARKANSAS 

FAYETTEVILLE DIVISION 

 

BONNIE HEATHER MILLER, ROBERT  

WILLIAM ALLEN, ADELLA DOZIER GRAY, and  

ARKANSAS VOTERS FIRST               PLAINTIFFS 

 

v.       Case No. 5:20-cv-05070-PKH 

 

JOHN THURSTON, in his official capacity  

as Secretary of State of Arkansas                       DEFENDANT 

 

 

BRIEF IN SUPPORT OF MOTION TO DISMISS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 The COVID-19 pandemic has burdened Plaintiffs, who seek to place a state 

ballot initiative on the ballot for the 2020 general election, just like it has burdened 

billions worldwide. They challenge certain Arkansas ballot initiative laws but make 

no argument that these laws violate the First Amendment under normal 

circumstances.1 Instead, they argue that the First Amendment requires Arkansas to 

                                                      
1 Plaintiffs style their case as an “as applied challenge.” Because the relief they 

request—enjoinment of various state constitutional provisions and statutes—

reaches beyond the particular circumstances of these Plaintiffs, the claim is treated 

as a facial challenge. See John Doe No. 1 v. Reed, 561 U.S. 186, 130 S. Ct. 2811, 

2813, 177 L. Ed. 2d 493 (2010).  

 

The parties disagree about whether Count I is properly viewed as a facial or 

as-applied challenge. . . . It obviously has characteristics of both: The claim 

is “as applied” in the sense that it does not seek to strike the PRA in all its 

applications, but only to the extent it covers referendum petitions. The claim 

is “facial” in that it is not limited to plaintiffs' particular case, but challenges 

application of the law more broadly to all referendum petitions. 

 

The label is not what matters. The important point is that plaintiffs' claim 

and the relief that would follow—an injunction barring the secretary of state 
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give Plaintiffs a special exemption from the normal rules for collecting petition 

signatures. Yet Plaintiffs assembled their ballot initiative organization less than two 

months ago, while other organizations have been collecting signatures for nearly a 

year. Whatever burdens Plaintiffs face, they are caused either by COVID-19, 

Plaintiffs’ own delay, or both—not the Secretary of State or any other Arkansas 

official. Plaintiffs’ alleged injuries are not traceable to any official action. Thus, they 

lack standing to bring this lawsuit. 

Despite making no claim that Arkansas law has injured them, Plaintiffs ask 

this Court to grant extraordinary, unprecedented relief that would involve rewriting 

various Arkansas Constitutional provisions and statutes and affirmatively ordering 

the Secretary of State to implement—from the ground up—a brand new mechanism 

by which electronic signatures could be gathered and validated. But they offer no 

evidence that the Secretary could design and implement such a mechanism, which 

Arkansas has never employed, in time for the November 2020 general election, just 

six months from now. The requested injunctive measures would throw into turmoil 

Arkansas’ interrelated election calendar and further would enjoin enforcement of the 

procedures by which the State protects the integrity of the initiative process.  

                                                      
“from making referendum petitions available to the public,”—reach beyond 

the particular circumstances of these plaintiffs. They must therefore satisfy 

our standards for a facial challenge to the extent of that reach.  

 

Id. (citing United States v. Stevens, 559 U.S. 460, 472 – 473, 130 S.Ct. 1577, 1587, 176 

L.Ed.2d 435 (2010)). 
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 Plaintiffs’ lack of standing and the unprecedented nature of their requested 

injunction give this Court plenty of reason to deny their motion for a preliminary 

injunction. Denying their motion would put this Court in line with other district 

courts around the country that have denied requests similar to Plaintiffs’. They are 

not the first proponents of a state ballot initiative to seek relief from a federal court 

of the burdens that COVID-19 has created for the signature-gathering process.  See 

Bambenek v. White, et al., Case No. 3:20-CV-3107-SEM-TSH, Doc. 24 (C.D. Ill. May 

1, 2020); Morgan v. White, Case No. 1:20-CV-2189, Doc. 24 (N.D. Ill. Apr. 17, 2020); 

see also Arizonans for Fair Elections v. Hobbs, No. CV-20-00658-PHX-DWL, 2020 WL 

1905747, at *1 (D. Ariz. Apr. 17, 2020). But federal courts in those other cases have 

rejected those plaintiffs’ claims. See Bambenek, Doc. 24 at 5-7. For these reasons and 

those detailed below, this Court should follow suit and deny the motion for a 

preliminary injunction.  

BACKGROUND 

  For purposes of placing a proposed constitutional amendment on the ballot for 

the November 2020 election, initiative proponents in Arkansas must satisfy various 

constitutional and statutory requirements. Arkansas law provides for various 

procedural and administrative measures governing the ballot initiative process. 

Plaintiffs challenge the constitutionality of several of these measures, arguing that 

in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, they cannot comply with the requirements in 

order to place their desired initiative on the ballot. At issue in this case are the 

following provisions: 
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 The constitutional requirement that Plaintiffs gather a number of 

petition signatures equal to at least 10% of the total votes cast for 

the office of governor in the last gubernatorial election. See Ark. 

Const. art. 5, § 1 (Plaintiffs request the Court enjoin this provision 

and require signatures equal to only 6%); 

 

 The constitutional requirement that initiative petitions be filed with 

the Secretary of State “not less than four months before the election.” 

Ark. Const. art. 5, § 1 (Plaintiffs request the Court enjoin this 

provision and extend the filing deadline to not less than two months 

before the election); 

 

 The statutory requirement that petition signatures be 

handwritten—and not electronically collected. Ark. Ann. Code §§ 7-

9-103(a)(1)(A), 7-9-104(c)(1) (Plaintiffs request the Court enjoin this 

provision and order the Secretary of State to accept electronic 

signatures); 

 

 The statutory requirement that a canvasser submit an affidavit 

certifying “that all signatures appearing on the petition part were 

made in the presence of the affiant, and that to the best of the 

affiant’s knowledge and belief each signature is genuine and each 

person signing is a registered voter.” Ark. Ann. Code § 7-9-108(b) 

(Plaintiffs request the Court enjoin this provision and eliminate the 

in-person witnessing requirement); and 

 

 The statutory requirement that a canvasser sign this affidavit in 

presence of a Notary Public. Ark. Ann. Code §§ 7-9-108, 7-9-109 

(Plaintiffs request the Court enjoin this provision and eliminate the 

in-person notarization requirement). 
 

Plaintiffs organized as a ballot question committee on March 10, 2020, and 

delayed filing the proposed amendment with the Secretary of State until March 16, 

2020. Compl. Doc. 2, ¶¶ 17, 21. At that point, COVID-19 already had emerged in 

Arkansas. Plaintiffs suspended signature-gathering efforts within a week of 

beginning, and as a result, have collected fewer than 100 signatures. Id., ¶ 23. 

Plaintiffs then waited another five weeks before filing this action on April 22, 

2020.  
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 

To survive a motion to dismiss under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 12(b)(6), a 

complaint must contain “a short and plain statement of the claim showing that the 

pleader is entitled to relief.” Fed. R. Civ. P. 8(a)(2). Although detailed factual allegations 

are not required, the complaint must set forth “enough facts to state a claim to relief that 

is plausible on its face.” Bell Atl. Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 570 (2007). “A claim has 

facial plausibility when the plaintiff pleads factual content that allows the court to draw 

the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Ashcroft 

v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662, 678 (2009). The plausibility standard asks for more than a sheer 

possibility that a defendant has acted unlawfully. Blomker v. Jewell, 831 F.3d 1051, 1055 

(8th Cir. 2016). Courts should consider whether there are lawful, obvious alternative 

explanations for the alleged conduct, because where the complaint pleads facts that are 

merely consistent with a defendant’s liability, it stops short of the line between possibility 

and plausibility of entitlement to relief. McDonough v. Anoka County, 799 F.3d 931, 946 

(8th Cir. 2015) (citing Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678, 682).  

At this stage, the court must accept as true all the factual allegations contained in 

the complaint, Twombly, 550 U.S. at 572, and must draw all reasonable inferences in favor 

of the nonmoving party. Cole v. Homier Distrib. Co., Inc., 599 F.3d 856, 861 (8th Cir. 2010). 

The complaint, however, must contain more than labels, conclusions, or a formulaic 

recitation of the elements of a cause of action, which means that the court is “not bound 

to accept as true a legal conclusion couched as a factual allegation.” Twombly, 550 U.S. at 

555. A district court is not required “to divine the litigant’s intent and create claims that 
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are not clearly raised” or “conjure up unpled allegations” to save a complaint. Gregory v. 

Dillard’s, Inc., 565 F.3d 464, 473 (8th Cir. 2009).  

ARGUMENT 

I. Plaintiffs’ Complaint should be dismissed because they lack 

standing to bring their claims 

 

First, Plaintiffs have no standing to pursue the claims at issue in this case. 

Plaintiffs have suffered no injury at the hands of the Secretary of State, or any other 

Arkansas official. Instead, any alleged injury is the result of Plaintiff’s own inaction, 

as well as the result of the COVID-19 pandemic. Article III does not grant them 

standing to sue based on injuries not suffered at the hands of the Secretary of State.  

To establish standing, Plaintiffs must show not just a concrete injury that this 

Court can redress—and as discussed below, they cannot show such injury, because 

the Defendant has not violated the First Amendment—but also that their alleged 

injury is “fairly traceable to the challenged action.” Clapper v. Amnesty Int’l USA, 568 

U.S. 398, 409 (2013). In other words, “there must be causation—a fairly traceable 

connection between the plaintiff’s injury and the complained-of conduct of the 

defendant.” Steel Co. v. Citizens for a Better Environment, 523 U.S. 83, 103 (1998). 

Here that means Plaintiffs must show both that their First Amendment rights have 

been violated and that the violation was “caused by private or official violation of law.” 

Summers v. Earth Island Inst., 555 U.S. 488, 492 (2009) (emphasis added).  

To the extent Plaintiffs have been injured—that is, prevented from placing an 

initiative on the ballot in a way that offends the First Amendment—no action by the 

Secretary of State caused that injury. To the contrary, if any such injury incurred, it 
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is fairly traceable to the COVID-19 pandemic and also to Plaintiffs’ lack of diligence 

in timely pursuing its ballot initiative. 

A. Plaintiffs’ alleged injuries are fairly traceable to COVID-19 and 

not the Defendant 

 

First, Plaintiffs’ alleged injuries are not fairly traceable to the Secretary of 

State because whatever injuries they may have suffered result from conditions wholly 

outside the control of the Secretary—namely the COVID-19 pandemic itself. 

Plaintiffs do not claim that Arkansas law is unduly burdensome as a general matter. 

Instead, they claim that “the pandemic has made the signature-gathering process 

under Arkansas law unduly burdensome.” Compl., Doc. 2, p.13 (emphasis added) 

(capitalization altered). Their briefing also suggests that even they view COVID-19 

as the cause of any alleged burden, not any action by the Defendant or any other 

Arkansas official. Brief, Doc. 7, p. 15 (arguing that “the COVID-19 pandemic and 

response has created severe burdens”) (emphasis added) (capitalization altered). 

Just last month, the United States District Court for the Eastern District of 

Arkansas ruled that certain plaintiffs lacked standing to bring an election-law claim 

based on injuries caused by COVID-19. Those plaintiffs challenged Arkansas laws 

governing the acceptance of absentee ballots. Mays v. Thurston, et al, No. 4:20-cv-

341-JM, 2020 WL 1531359, at *1-2 (E.D. Ark. March 30, 2020). There, plaintiffs 

sought a temporary restraining order requiring the Secretary of State and Governor 

to accept absentee ballots postmarked before or on Election Day that arrive within 10 

days of Election Day. Id. at *1. But they did not allege that Arkansas’s absentee-

ballot deadline was unconstitutional as a general matter. Id. at *2. They argued only 
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that COVID-19 made that deadline more burdensome to comply with. See id. So the 

Court denied the requested relief finding that the plaintiffs lacked standing, in part, 

because their alleged injuries “are not caused by or fairly traceable to the actions of 

the State, but rather are caused by the global pandemic.” Id. (emphasis added).  

Because Plaintiffs here similarly claim only that COVID-19 has made 

compliance with otherwise constitutional laws more difficult, their alleged injuries 

are not fairly traceable to the Defendant’s actions. Plaintiffs lack standing. 

B. Plaintiffs’ alleged injuries largely are self-inflicted 

Second, Plaintiffs cannot establish a showing of standing if they caused their 

own alleged injuries. “[S]elf-inflicted injuries are not fairly traceable to the 

Government’s purported activities.” Clapper, 568 U.S. at 418; see also Mays, 2020 WL 

1531359, at *2 (“Plaintiff’s injury, if any, will occur only if they did not follow the 

absentee voting requirements as loosened by the Governor or if they do not show up 

to vote at a designated voting place exercising social distancing and other protections 

suggested by the State and federal government.”). 

Under Arkansas law, there is no “start date” for Ballot Question Committees 

(BQC) to organize in anticipation of placing an initiative on the ballot in an upcoming 

general election. Arkansas law permits a BQC to begin raising money, to begin 

campaigning in support of its measure, and to begin collecting petition signatures as 

early in advance of a general election as it desires. The only timing requirement 

relates to a committee’s obligation to file a statement of organization within five (5) 

days of receiving contributions or making expenditures exceeding $500. Ark. Code 
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Ann. § 7-9-404(a). A BQC conceivably could organize tomorrow for the purpose of 

placing an initiative on the ballot in 2028.  

Waiting nearly a year after beginning to explore the possibility of organizing a 

BQC, Plaintiffs were the last BQC organized for the 2020 election. Plaintiffs assert 

they became interested in redistricting reform as early as 2017, Doc.7-17, ¶2, and 

began exploring a ballot initiative supporting independent redistricting as early as 

May 2019, Doc.7-1, ¶ 1, but they nevertheless waited until March 10, 2020, to 

organize as a BQC. Compl., Doc. 2, ¶ 17. This was the latest date upon which any 

BQC organized for the 2020 general election.2 In contrast, the earliest BQC seeking 

to place an initiative on the November 2020 ballot organized in March 2019. Id. In 

total, 10 of the 13 BQCs organized prior to December 31, 2019. Id. Because of their 

diligence, each of those other BQCs had months to collect signatures—some almost a 

year—before the pandemic began here in earnest.  

After organizing, Plaintiffs delayed filing the proposed amendment with the 

Secretary of State until March 16, 2020. Compl., Doc. 2, ¶ 21. Only then, in 

accordance with Arkansas law, could Plaintiffs begin to collect signatures. At the time 

the COVID-19 outbreak began to emerge days later, Plaintiffs assert they had not yet 

collected even 100 signatures. Id., ¶ 23. In other words, while Plaintiffs could have 

spent all of last year collecting signatures, they chose not to even start until COVID-

19 had already come to Arkansas. 

                                                      
2 https://www.uaex.edu/business-communities/voter-education/state-ballot-issues.aspx. 
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At the time Plaintiffs first began to collect signatures on March 16, 2020, the 

Centers for Disease Control (CDC) already had advised that no gatherings of 50 or 

more people occur over the next eight weeks (through May 10, 2020), including 

weddings, festivals, parades, concerts, sporting events, and conferences. Compl, Doc. 

2, ¶ 46. Despite numerous other forecasts from national, state and local authorities 

indicating the pandemic would likely continue until at least early May, see id., ¶¶ 35-

59, Plaintiffs delayed an additional five weeks before filing this action on April 22, 

2020. 

The time period in which COVID-19 likely impacts Plaintiffs’ signature-

gathering efforts represents a mere fraction of the total window of time Plaintiffs had 

available to qualify their initiative for the ballot. Plaintiffs could have begun their 

efforts at literally any point in the preceding months and years but chose to wait until 

just months prior to the filing deadline even to organize as a BQC. In comparison, the 

earliest BQC organizer—Arkansas Term Limits BQC—filed its proposed amendment 

with the Secretary of State on March 14, 2019,3 giving it approximately 16 months in 

which to gather signatures. Due to Plaintiffs’ own choices, they have only 4 months. 

Insofar as they cannot comply with Arkansas law, it is because of those choices not 

because of any burdens Defendant has created. 

It certainly is at Plaintiffs’ discretion to organize and pursue its ballot 

initiative on whatever timeline it chooses. Nevertheless, in light of the extraordinary 

relief Plaintiff seeks, Plaintiffs’ lack of diligence in pursuing its ballot initiative 

                                                      
3 See fn. 1. 
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cannot be ignored. See, e.g., Arizonans for Fair Elections, 2020 WL 1905747 *19-21 

(considering Arizona ballot committee’s lack of diligence in denying request for a 

COVID-19 related preliminary injunction). Plaintiffs chose to wait until the latest 

possible date to begin their efforts—giving themselves no room for error. 

Consequently, any resulting difficulties in Plaintiffs’ attempt to place their initiative 

on the ballot are self-inflicted. Plaintiffs have caused their own injuries, which are 

not therefore traceable to the Defendant.                

This Court should dismiss the Complaint because Plaintiffs lack standing. 

II. Plaintiffs fail to state a valid First Amendment claim upon which 

relief can be granted 

 

Plaintiffs have no protected federal constitutional right to place an initiative 

on the ballot, and the challenged provisions do not impede on Plaintiffs’ speech 

related to the initiative. Consequently, Plaintiffs fail to state a claim upon which 

relief can be granted. 

A. Plaintiffs apply the wrong legal standard 

 

Legal standards governing ballot initiative laws are different from those 

governing a candidate or political party’s ballot access rights. But Plaintiffs wholly 

ignore this critical distinction. As a result, they apply the wrong legal standard. 

i. Ballot initiatives vs. candidate/political party access 

 

As a starting point, it is critical to distinguish between ballot access cases 

involving initiatives and ballot access cases involving candidates or political parties. 

These two categories of cases are not the same. The legal standards governing each 
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process are different and cannot be applied interchangeably. This case involves a 

ballot initiative; not candidate or political party access.    

The fundamental difference between the two categories is apparent. The right 

to place an initiative on the ballot is a state-created right and is not a right 

guaranteed by the United States Constitution. See, e.g., Dobrovolny v. Moore, 126 

F.3d 1111, 1113 (8th Cir. 1997). In contrast, candidate/political party access to the 

ballot is protected by the First Amendment. Bullock v. Carter, 405 U.S. 134, 143 

(1972) (“the impact of candidate and political party eligibility requirements on voters 

implicates fundamental First Amendment rights because the tendency of ballot 

access restrictions is to limit the field of candidates from which voters might choose.”). 

Consequently, the protection given to a state-created right to a ballot initiative is less 

than that afforded to a federal constitutional right to candidates’ ballot access, which 

clearly implicates the First Amendment. See Bernbeck v. Gale, 829 F.3d 643, 648–49, 

n.4 (8th Cir. 2016) (“what may constitute the invasion of a deeply fundamental, 

constitutionally recognized right to vote cannot be assumed to apply interchangeably 

with the state-created, nonfundamental right to participate in initiatives and 

referenda”); see also Taxpayers United for Assessment Cuts v. Austin, 994 F.2d 291, 

296 (6th Cir. 1993) (“The plaintiffs do not cite to us nor does our research identify any 

decision of the Supreme Court or a lower federal court holding that signing a petition 

to initiate legislation is entitled to the same protection as exercising the right to 

vote”). For this reason, ballot initiative provisions and candidate/political party access 

provisions are analyzed under two different frameworks.  
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Laws governing candidate/political party ballot access inherently implicate the 

First Amendment. In this context, courts apply a sliding standard of review to balance 

the character and magnitude of the asserted injury to the rights protected by the First 

and Fourteenth Amendments that the plaintiff seek to vindicate against the precise 

interests forward by the state as justifications for the burden imposed by its rule. 

Anderson v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780, 789 (1983); Burdick v. Takushi, 504 U.S. 428, 

434 (1992) (the “Anderson/Burdick” test). Severe burdens on speech trigger an 

exacting standard in which regulations must be narrowly tailored to serve a 

compelling state interest, whereas lesser burdens receive a lower level of review. Id. 

The Anderson/Burdick test has no application here. The present case does not 

involve candidates or political parties—it involves a ballot initiative—and 

consequently, does not inherently implicate the First Amendment. Yet Plaintiffs 

proceed on the incorrect assumption that the Anderson/Burdick test is appropriate 

for analyzing their claims. Thus, Plaintiffs’ framing of the issues and case law 

analysis wholly ignore the distinction between ballot initiative and candidate access 

cases. Consequently, Plaintiffs apply the wrong legal standard in analyzing the ballot 

initiative provisions at issue in this case.   

ii. The appropriate standard of review for ballot initiative cases 

 

Courts consistently have recognized that “the right to a state initiative process 

is not a right guaranteed by the United States Constitution, but is a right created by 

state law.” See Dobrovolny, 126 F.3d at 1113 (citing Kendall v. Balcerzak, 650 F.3d 

515, 522–23 (4th Cir. 2011)); see also Save Palisade FruitLands v. Todd, 279 F.3d 
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1204, 1210–11 (10th Cir. 2002); Taxpayers United for Assessment Cuts, 994 F.2d at 

296; Jones v. Markiewicz-Qualkinbush, 892 F.3d 935, 937 (7th Cir. 2018). Procedures 

to gain ballot access for initiatives—a wholly state-created right—are subject only to 

rational basis review so long as the challenged regulations do not distinguish by 

viewpoint or content. See Jones, 892 F.3d at 938 (“Because the [challenged ballot-

initiative rule] does not distinguish by viewpoint or content, the answer depends on 

whether the rule has a rational basis, not on the First Amendment.”); see also 

Taxpayers United, 994 F.2d at 297.  

States that allow ballot initiatives have considerable leeway to protect the 

integrity and reliability of the initiative, as they have with respect to election 

processes generally. Buckley v. Am. Constitutional Law Found., Inc., 525 U.S. 182, 

191 (1999). But where a State provides a means for direct democracy through ballot 

initiative, it cannot place “undue hindrances to political conversations and the 

exchange of ideas” on those advocating ballot initiatives. Id. at 192. The First 

Amendment is implicated by a ballot initiative regulation only where the regulation 

becomes “invalid interactive speech restrictions.” Id.; see also Semple v. Griswold, 934 

F.3d 1134, 1142 (10th Cir. 2019) (recognizing distinction between laws regulating or 

restricting communicative conduct versus laws that govern the process by which 

legislation is enacted). To be clear, although the First Amendment protects political 

speech incident to an initiative campaign, it does not protect the right to make law, 

by initiative or otherwise. See Initiative & Referendum Inst. v. Walker, 450 F.3d 1082, 

1099 (10th Cir. 2006). Put another way, the First Amendment is not implicated by 
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the state's creation of an initiative procedure but “only by the state’s attempts to 

regulate speech associated with an initiative procedure.” Id. at 1099 (citing Save 

Palisade FruitLands, 279 F.3d at 1211). 

In this case, Plaintiffs challenge only laws governing the process by which 

initiatives are placed on the ballot. See Compl. Doc. 2 at 20-21 (challenging number 

of signatures, deadline for submitting those signatures, and other aspects of 

petitioning process). None of the provisions challenged by Plaintiffs relate in any way 

to their communicative conduct—much less in a way that is content-based or 

viewpoint-discriminatory. Therefore, heightened First Amendment scrutiny does not 

apply to Plaintiffs’ claims. See Jones, 892 F.3d at 938. 

That conclusion is buttressed by precedent from the Eighth Circuit. In ballot 

initiative cases where the challenged regulations are “administrative or procedural” 

in nature and not aimed at regulating speech—i.e., in cases like this case—the Eighth 

Circuit and courts bound by it have found no intrusion on First Amendment rights 

and have refused to subject such regulations to heightened scrutiny.4 See 

                                                      
4 Plaintiffs cite to Initiative & Referendum Inst. v. Jaeger, 241 F.3d 614, 615 (8th 

Cir. 2001) for the proposition that the 8th Circuit has adopted the 

Anderson/Burdick test for ballot initiative cases. But Jaeger stands alone. Jaeger 

involved state laws requiring that petition circulators be state residents and laws 

that prohibited payment to petition circulators. The United States Supreme Court 

already had explicitly ruled that such laws impacted speech related to ballot 

petitions. See Buckley, 525 US 182 (1999) (finding such laws drastically reduced the 

number of people willing to promote an initiative) and Meyer, 486 US 414 (1988) 

(finding such laws restricted “number of voices” who could spread message). As a 

result, unlike every other 8th Circuit ballot initiative case, Jaeger necessarily 

involved First Amendment concerns, and thus, applied the balancing test of 

Anderson/Burdick.  
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Dobrovolny, 126 F.3d 1111 (“[a]bsent some showing that the initiative process 

substantially restricts political discussion...Meyer [strict scrutiny] is inapplicable”); 

Missouri Roundtable for Life v. Carnahan, 676 F.3d 665, 675 (8th Cir. 2012) (“where 

no restriction on speech has been shown, courts have refused to apply exacting 

scrutiny”); Bernbeck v. Gale, 58 F. Supp. 3d 949, 954–56 (D. Neb. 2014) (signature 

and geographic distribution requirements were “no hindrance on the ability to speak, 

organize, or circulate petitions, and thus the Eighth Circuit instructs that strict 

scrutiny does not apply”), vacated and remanded on other grounds, Bernbeck, 829 

F.3d 643.  

Hoyle v. Priest, a case from the Western District of Arkansas, is particularly 

instructive. 59 F. Supp. 2d 827, 830 (W.D. Ark. 1999), affirmed by Hoyle v. Priest, 265 

F.3d 699, 704 (8th Cir. 2001). There, sponsors of a statewide initiative petition 

brought First and Fourteenth Amendment challenges to an Arkansas law requiring 

that petition signers be fully registered voters at the time they sign an initiative 

petition. Plaintiffs contended that such a requirement constituted a restriction on 

core political speech, and consequently, was subject to a heightened, strict scrutiny 

standard. Id. at 835. The court rejected this assertion finding that, though the 

circulation of initiative petitions is core political speech, state laws that are content 

neutral and merely regulate who may sign a petition do not violate the First 

Amendment. Id.   

In reaching this conclusion, the Hoyle court first revisited Meyer v. Grant, 486 

U.S. 414 (1988), to draw a clear line between ballot initiative laws that substantially 
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restrict protected political discussion and those laws that do not. Hoyle, 59 F. Supp. 

2d at 835. In Meyer, the Supreme Court held unconstitutional a Colorado statute 

prohibiting the use of paid petition circulators. There the Court found that the law 

restricted core political speech by limiting the “number of voices” who could convey 

the petitioner’s message, and thus the size of the audience they could reach, making 

it less likely to garner the number of signatures necessary to place the matter on the 

ballot. Meyer, 486 U.S. at 420, 108 S. Ct. at 1891–92. The Hoyle court noted that “the 

decision in Meyer hinged upon the finding that the Colorado statute substantially 

restricted protected political discussion”—in contrast to the Arkansas law which 

impacted only who could sign a petition. 59 F. Supp. 2d at 836.  

The holding in Hoyle also relied heavily upon the Eighth Circuit’s holding in 

Dobrovolny, a case involving a constitutional challenge to a Nebraska law requiring 

that an initiative petition contain, at the time of filing, the signatures of registered 

voters equal to 10 percent of the number of registered voters in Nebraska. 126 F.3d 

1111 (8th Cir. 1997). There the Eighth Circuit found that the constitutional provision 

at issue “does not in any way impact the communication of appellants’ political 

message or otherwise restrict the circulation of their initiative petitions or their 

ability to communicate with voters about their proposals…nor the content of 

appellants’ political speech.” Id. at 1112-1113. Importantly, the Dobrovolny court 

further held that “[w]hile the Nebraska provision may have made it difficult for 

appellants to plan their initiative campaign and efficiently allocate their resources, 

the difficulty of the process alone is insufficient to implicate the First Amendment, as 
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long as the communication of ideas associated with the circulation of petitions is not 

affected.” Id. at 1113 (emphasis added). 

The Hoyle court held that Arkansas laws requiring that petition signers be 

fully registered voters at the time they sign an initiative petition do not involve a 

restriction on core political speech, and consequently, do not implicate First 

Amendment rights. 59 F. Supp. 2d at 836. Similarly, the claims in this case—that 

compliance with Arkansas’s signature requirements and deadlines for ballot 

initiatives is difficult because of COVID-19—receive no heightened scrutiny. See 

Dobrovolny, 126 F.3d at 1113. 

In fact, the Eighth Circuit has made clear elsewhere that numerical signature 

requirements do not run afoul of the First Amendment. In Wellwood v. Johnson, 172 

F.3d 1007, 1008–09 (8th Cir. 1999), the Eighth Circuit found that an Arkansas law 

requiring a larger number of signatures to place initiatives on the ballot for laws that 

would change a county from “wet” to “dry” or vice versa did not violate the First 

Amendment because it “in no way” prevented proponents’ views from being heard. 

The law in question—which simply set a numerical signature requirement—was not 

subject to strict scrutiny and did not violate the First Amendment because it did not 

decrease the speech available to initiative proponents. Id. at 1009.  

Courts from other federal circuits likewise consistently have treated differently 

those laws that regulate or restrict the communicative conduct of persons advocating 

for a ballot initiative from those laws that are administrative or which govern only 

the process by which legislation is enacted. The former are subject to heightened 
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scrutiny; the latter are not. See, e.g., Save Palisade FruitLands, 279 F.3d at 1211 

(10th Cir.); Taxpayers United for Assessment Cuts, 994 F.2d at 297 (6th Cir.); Jones, 

892 F.3d at 938 (7th Cir.) (“because the [provision] does not distinguish by viewpoint 

or content, the answer depends on whether the rule has a rational basis, not on the 

First Amendment”); Biddulph v. Mortham, 89 F.3d 1491, 1498 (11th Cir. 1996) 

(“[a]bsent some showing that the initiative process substantially restricts political 

discussion of the issue [petitioner] is seeking to put on the ballot, Meyer[‘s application 

of strict scrutiny] is inapplicable”). 

Because the laws that Plaintiffs challenge do not regulate the communicative 

conduct incident to ballot initiatives, these laws do not receive heightened scrutiny. 

Arguing otherwise, Plaintiffs ask this Court to misapply clear precedent from the 

Eighth Circuit and around the country. 

iii. Recent ballot initiative challenges in light of COVID-19 

Cases challenging ballot initiative procedures in light of the COVID-19 

pandemic have emerged in recent weeks. These cases remain consistent in 

maintaining the distinction between ballot initiative cases and candidate access 

cases. See Bambenek, Case No. 3:20-CV-3107, Doc. 24 (C.D. Ill. May 1, 2020); 

Arizonans for Fair Elections, 2020 WL 1905747 at *19-21 (D. Ariz. Apr. 17, 2020). 

For example, just last week a federal district court in Illinois drew this precise 

distinction in denying injunctive relief to a plaintiff challenging Illinois’ ballot 

initiative procedures in the midst of the COVID-19 pandemic. Bambenek, Case No. 

3:20-CV-3107, Doc. 24 (C.D. Ill. May 1, 2020). The challenged provisions and 
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requested relief at issue in Bambenek were materially indistinguishable from the 

present case.  

Like Plaintiffs here, the plaintiff in Bambenek erroneously relied upon cases 

concerning placing a candidate—not an initiative—on the ballot. Id. at 5-6 (plaintiff 

relying on Libertarian Party of Illinois v. Pritzker, Case No. 20-CV-2112 (N.D. Ill. 

Apr. 23, 2020)). The court found the candidate access case “inapposite,” observing 

that “placing candidates on the ballot…implicates unique constitutional concerns, as 

opposed to this case, which involves placing a proposed constitutional amendment 

and various referenda on the ballot and therefore does not implicate precisely the 

same constitutional concerns.” Id. at 5; see also Morgan, Case No. 20-CV-2189 (N.D. 

Ill. Apr. 17, 2020) (distinguishing between a federal constitutional right to candidates’ 

ballot access, which clearly implicates First Amendment rights, and a state-created 

right to non-binding ballot initiatives). The Bambenek court found the plaintiff 

unlikely to succeed on the merits as no First Amendment rights were infringed upon 

and the hardships endured by the state far outweighed any harm to the plaintiff. Id. 

at 6-7. 

iv. Plaintiffs rely almost exclusively on candidate/party access cases 

It cannot be ignored that Plaintiffs’ request for relief relies most heavily upon 

a recent holding in a candidate access case—Esshaki v. Whitmer, No. 2:20-CV-10831-

TGB, Doc. 23 (E.D. Mich. Apr. 20, 2020). But since Plaintiffs filed their Complaint, 

the lower court ruling in Esshaki has been partially stayed by the United States Court 

of Appeal for the Sixth Circuit. The Sixth Circuit stayed the compulsory portion of 
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the injunctive order—finding that “federal courts have no authority to dictate to the 

States precisely how they should conduct their elections.”  Esshaki v. Whitmer, No. 

20-1336, Doc. 21-1 (6th Cir. May, 5, 2020) (citing Clingman v. Beaver, 544 U.S. 581, 

586 (2005)). For all of the reasons previously set forth herein, because Esshaki is a 

candidate access case, it has no application here.  

B. The Arkansas ballot initiative laws at issue are 

nondiscriminatory, content-neutral regulations in no way 

aimed at regulating speech related to the petition process 

 

Against the very clear analytical framework set forth by the Eighth Circuit, we 

turn to the specific laws at issue in this case. The constitutional and statutory 

requirements of which Plaintiffs complain are not laws directed at regulating speech 

associated with a ballot initiative procedure. To the contrary, each of the provisions 

at issue is a nondiscriminatory, content-neutral provision aimed at regulating the 

process by which initiatives appear on the ballot. Therefore, the challenged laws here 

are wholly unlike restrictions that other courts have deemed unconstitutional. See, 

e.g., Meyer, 486 U.S. at 428 (statute prohibiting payment of petition circulators 

imposed unjustifiable burden on political expression); see also Citizens in Charge v. 

Gale, 810 F. Supp. 2d 916 (D. Neb. 2011) (finding a ban on out-of-state canvassers 

unconstitutional). Consequently, each is subject only to rational basis review. 

Plaintiffs argue that the Court should consider the “combined effect of the 

statutory requirements” and conclude that they “operate to freeze the political status 

quo.” See Brief, Doc. 7, p. 12 (citing Green Party of Arkansas v. Martin, 649 F.3d 675, 

685 (8th Cir. 2011). This argument is misplaced because such analysis has no 
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application in ballot initiative cases. Instead, such analysis is employed only in 

candidate/party access cases where fundamental First Amendment voting rights are 

at stake. Id. This is demonstrated by the Green Party case, which concerned a political 

party’s efforts to get candidates on the ballot. 649 F.3d at 675. Plaintiffs’ claims do 

not implicate the right to vote in the same way as the claims in the Green Party case. 

In the context of a ballot initiative case, a constitutional provision that 

regulates only the process of the initiative cannot be rendered unconstitutional 

because a separate, different law arguably impacts communication about the petition. 

Similarly, neither can the conditions of a pandemic suddenly transform a reasonable 

ballot access provision into an attempt by the state to restrict “communicative 

conduct.” See Initiative & Referendum Inst. v. Walker, 450 F.3d 1082, 1099–1100 

(10th Cir. 2006). This holds true even when a procedural or administrative law has 

the indirect effect of making it more difficult to get an initiative on the ballot. See 

Dobrovolny, 126 F.3d at 1113 (“the difficulty of the process alone is insufficient to 

implicate the First Amendment, as long as the communication of ideas associated 

with the circulation of petitions is not affected.”). For this reason, the Court must 

separately assess the constitutionality of each challenged ballot initiative provision 

and must not consider any perceived “combined effect” of the statutes.  

Arkansas’ requirements as to handwritten signatures (Ark. Ann. Code §§ 7-9-

103(a)(1)(A), 7-9-104(c)(1)), the number of signatures required for ballot access (Ark. 

Const. art. 5, § 1), and the distribution of signatures from at least 15 counties (Ark. 

Const. art. 5, § 1) are inarguably “a step removed from the communicative aspect of 
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petitioning,” and subject only to rational basis review. Kendall v. Balcerzak, 650 F.3d 

515, 526 (4th Cir. 2011); see also Jones, 892 F.3d at 937–38.  

Indeed, on a number of prior occasions, courts have found that nearly identical 

provisions do not implicate the First Amendment. See Dobrovolny, 126 F.3d at 1113 

(finding that provision governing number of required signatures for placement of 

initiative on ballot “does not in any way impact the communication of appellants’ 

political message”); Wellwood, 172 F.3d at 1008 (finding that Arkansas law imposing 

38 percent signature requirement for local-option elections did not infringe on ability 

to circulate petitions or otherwise engage in political speech); Bernbeck, 58 F. Supp. 

3d at 956 (finding that Nebraska constitutional provision regarding geographic 

distribution of signatures “does not implicate the First Amendment”); Hoyle, 59 F. 

Supp. 2d at 836 (holding that a law requiring that petition signers be fully registered 

voters at the time they affix their signatures to petition “do not involve a restriction 

on core political speech”). 

Because no First Amendment concerns are implicated by the signature 

requirements, each is subject only to rational basis review. Here, each requirement 

is rationally related to legitimate interests of the State in conducting the initiative 

process. Number of signatures and signature distribution requirements are rationally 

related to the State’s interest in “assuring that only measures supported by a 

significant percentage of citizens are placed before the electorate.”  See Hoyle, 59 F. 

Supp. 2d at 837. These signature requirements clearly survive rational basis 

scrutiny. And in any event, even were the First Amendment implicated, such 
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requirements are justified given the importance of the state interests they advance 

in light of minimal alleged burdens on the Plaintiffs.  

“The state’s interest in protecting the integrity of its initiative process is 

paramount.” Hoyle, 265 F.3d at 704. The handwritten signature requirement clearly 

is reasonably related to furthering this interest as it is aimed at combatting fraud by 

petition circulators and unknown signers, as well as ensuring that signatures are 

genuine as contemplated by the Arkansas constitution. See Hargis v. Hall, 196 Ark. 

878, 120 S.W.2d 335, 339 (1938). Further, handwritten signatures are a critical 

component in enabling the Secretary of State to perform his statutory duty of 

validating signatures. See, e.g., Ark. Code Ann. § 7-9-126(c)(2). The handwritten 

signature requirement clearly survives rational basis scrutiny.  

Similarly, Plaintiffs also seek to enjoin the application of certain state statutes 

requiring that each voter signature be witnessed by a canvasser (Ark. Code Ann. § 7-

9-108(b)) and that a canvasser’s affidavit be notarized (Ark. Code Ann. § 7-9-109). 

These so-called “in-person” witnessing and notarization requirements—like the 

signature requirements—do not inhibit speech associated with a ballot initiative 

procedure. In fact, the in-person requirements of Ark. Code Ann. §§ 7-9-108 and 109 

affirmatively promote speech related to ballot initiatives by requiring initiative 

canvassers to directly interact with registered voters throughout the state. A content-

neutral, nondiscriminatory statute, which governs ballot initiative procedures and 

which does not regulate speech related to a ballot initiative, is not suddenly rendered 

unconstitutional by the presence of a public health risk. Similar to the handwritten 
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signature requirement, “in-person” witnessing and notarization requirements are 

rationally related to the State’s interest in protecting the integrity of its initiative 

process. See Hoyle, 265 F.3d at 704. As courts have recognized, election fraud is a 

legitimate concern for state governments around the country. Arkansas’ efforts to 

prevent fraud in the initiative process by requiring canvassers to personally witness 

signatures and requiring canvassers to attest before a notary advance important 

state interests in maintaining the integrity of the initiative process.  

Finally, Plaintiffs also challenge the filing deadline for submission of initiative 

petitions as set forth in Ark. Const. art. 5, § 1. The filing deadline in no way impacts 

speech and unquestionably is an administrative/procedural provision. The filing 

deadline, which requires the filing of petitions with the Secretary of State no later 

than four months prior to election day, is rationally related to the State’s interest in 

ensuring that sufficient time is allotted to permit statutory challenges to the validity 

of petition signatures, as well as enabling election officials to timely comply with 

various other, interrelated election deadlines. See, e.g., Ark. Code § 7-5-204(a) 

(deadline for Secretary to certify any proposed measures, questions, or amendments 

to the Arkansas Constitution to the county boards of election commissioners); Ark. 

Code § 7-5-407(a)(1) (deadline for county boards of election commissioners to deliver 

absentee ballots to the county clerk for mailing to all qualified applicants); Ark. Code 

§ 7-5-407(a)(2) (deadline for county clerks to deliver ballots to those absentee voters 

who made timely application under § 7-5-406 [members of uniformed services and 

other citizens residing outside the United States]); Ark. Ann. Code § 7-9-111(a) 
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(Secretary of State must verify submitted signatures within 30 days of receipt); Ark. 

Ann. Code §§ 7-9-111-112 (State Board of Election Commissioners must certify the 

ballot title and popular name within 30 days of submission by Secretary of State); 

Ark. Ann. Code § 7-9-111(d)(1); Ark. Const. art. 5, § 1 (allowing for 30 days in which 

to gather additional signatures if petition has insufficient signatures but at least 75% 

of required signatures are valid).  

For these reasons, Arkansas’ filing deadline for petitions survives rational 

basis scrutiny.  

Even if each of these provisions implicated First Amendment scrutiny, they 

would be constitutional. The State retains its interests in preventing fraud and 

maintaining the integrity of the ballot initiative process even in—perhaps, especially 

in—the middle of a pandemic. And the handwritten signature requirement, the 

witnessing and notarization requirements, and the filing deadline all serve those 

interests. With reasoning that supports this conclusion, a district court upheld 

Arizona’s in-person signature requirement against a challenge similar to Plaintiffs’ 

claim here. See Arizonans for Fair Elections, 2020 WL 1905747, at *1-3. The Ninth 

Circuit law governing that court’s decision required it to apply a test similar to the 

Anderson/Burdick test to Arizona’s requirement. See id. at *6-14. Even under that 

more stringent First Amendment standard, however, the district court held that 

COVID-19 did not render Arizona law unconstitutional. See id. Applying the Eighth 

Circuit’s more lenient standard for content-neutral regulations of the ballot initiative 

process, this Court should also reject Plaintiffs’ claims. 
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CONCLUSION 

For these reasons, the Secretary respectfully requests that the Court dismiss 

Plaintiffs’ Complaint in its entirety. 
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